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COMFORT
& DETAILS

The difference is in the details.

Malibu boats have always been noted for exquisite, plush interior

detailing, but this year we have taken it even further.
Rather than cut costs, we have invested in

an exclusive G&T Marine 38 oz. premium vinyl and

the type of nylon carpeting that has been standard in the auto

industry for its longevity and bounce-back capabilities.

Our use of variable density foam, for comfort,

and craftsmanship that insures seat cushions are thicker,

with no puddles or sags, no exposed staples or sloppy

seam alignment, means the Malibu difference is

immediately evident, even to the casual observer.

A TOUCH OF ITALY
There's no better way to cap skilled craftsmanship than with
a touch of Italian design. The Issotta steering wheel and
chrome throttle knob, imported from Italy, befit a boat of
fine intentions and are standard in many Malibu models.
Why build just another ski boat when we can build a vessel
that says quality in every detail? It highlights our artistically
crafted dashes, with their two-tone, hand-wrapped vinyl fin-
ish and ergonomically designed dash pod. The chrome throt-
tle knob perfectly complements our billet Malibu emblem -
an emblem that doesn't fade or peel away with exposure. Our
single-piece, wraparound windshield provides unobstructed
views and crowns the unblemished design. We don't just
choose the best materials; we execute their use with
unmatched old world craftsmanship.
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GEL COAT

There's no extra charge to make your Malibu boat unique. Choose from hundreds of
color combinations and our highly respected gel coaters will bring your vision to life in a
precise, lO-step process that includes carefully applied hand-taped lines. Specially formu-
lated materials, sprayed in a temperature controlled environment, deliver a brilliant and
durable finish. Each application is thick enough (23 mils) to accommodate repairs, but
not so thick it could lead to cracking, crazing or yellowing.
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& CONSTRUCTION

CONSTRUCTION

From multiple layers of hand laid
bi-directional and tri-directional
fiberglass to the industry-leading
ceramic coring, Malibu boats are
built to extremes using the finest
materials available. Our exclusive

MSST (Malibu Sound Suppression
Technology) standard to Sport V's is
applied in the laminate to eliminate
prop thrust vibration and drive train
noise. Our Space Age Composite
Floor System mates perfectly with
our engine chassis system for a solid
and quiet foundation.
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GAUGES

Each of our 2004 redesigned 5" gauge faces is set off by a sparkling
chrome bezel that complement's our Italian designed Issotta steering
wheel and chrome throttle knob. They retain their quality perform-
ance and size with an easy to read face. The air/water temperature
gauge in the speedometer is standard equipment on every Malibu.
Our ergonomically designed dash helps drivers keep their eyes
ahead and makes steering easier and more comfortable than ever.

Qj)ALITY UNDERWATER COMPONENTS
Malibu's underwater gear includes a CNC machined propeller
that has been tested and customized for our own hull designs
to create the finest handling and tracking boats in the world.

FIBECS

The system that has been built into 20,000 boats with
zero failures speaks for itself. When we introduced the
Malibu patented FiBECS systems eight years ago, com-
petitors were skeptical. Our record of success with this
innovative system has forced the doubters to not only
reconsider, but also to acknowledge this superior design.
FiBECS allows us to through-bolt the engine and disperse
its load over a greater area for a quieter and more durable
boat. FiBECS allows us to accurately route wiring systems
and maintain perfect engine alignment while projecting a
better fit and finish, resulting in a quieter ride.
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GORILLA FINS

Monstrous new fins plunge deeper
beneath the boat, and offer advanced

surface area to create a rock solid

center pivot point for all of Malibu's
powerful new 2004 V-drives. The

result: improved turning radius and
maneuverability, tracking and handling
matched only by Malibu Direct-Drives.



SCARPA SU P P RE S S 10 N PLATE

Precisely engineered to fasten to the four connection points
of an existing Malibu Wedge plate, the Scarpa Suppression

Plate (SSP)extends from the transom and reshapes the
industry's most sought-after wake into a perfectly crested

barefoot wake, smooth and easy to ride.
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THE WEDGE

Malibu's ingenious wake-enhancing hydrofoil, called the
Wedge, has played a pivotal part in securing Malibu five
of the last six "Towboat of the Year" awards.
Recognized as "Impact Design of the Year" by one
wake boarding magazine, the Wedge increases the wake
without adding weight, without exceeding your boat's
weight capacity limits and without a significant decrease
in handling. No gimmick, the Wedge has been a promi-
nent fixture on Malibu boats for the last six years, and

an ongoing success amopg' wake boarders.
/
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SPORTSCAR EXCITEMENT
SUN DECK
Motion at rest. When

it's not pulling out the
stops for world class
skiing, the Response
LXi poses as a comfort-
able place to relax with
its handy rear sundeck. TO LIVE IT UP

/'
/

Understated elegance. Magnificent power. The Response LXi is slated to be the new

competitive three-event tow boat for 2°°4. A thrill to drive and exhilarating to ski behind~ this

bracing barn burner packs a punch in a sleek 20 '6" body that handles like a sports car, but offers the comfort

of a sedan. Families that aspire to greater water sports performance will

find everything they need and more in the Response LXi.

ROOM FOR ALL TH E GEAR
For an agile power horse, the Response LXi offers exceptional storage

and space throughout. The split-lid rear hatch is both ergonomically
appropriate and supportively easy to access. Tuck all your gear neatly

away and revel in the sleek, flowing lines of this design wonder.
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IT'S ALL SMOOTH SAILING

The Response LXi will be standard with the new Malibu 320
LCR MPI, creating a distinct advantage over its competitors
who still feature Throttle Body Injection. WaterSki magazine
testers were so impressed, they predicted: "This high perform-
ance three-event boat... is going to drop jaws with envy."
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'RESPONSE
The more you look, the more you see the beauty
in the details of the Response LXi. From the post-
less, molded windshield with its sparkling chrome
cap to the 38 oz. G&T Marine vinyl, your eye
will follow the dramatic, flowing lines of its
design. Designed e1Jtirely in CAD, the precise
alignment of its j/£rts is pulled together to create
a visually and physically fulfilling whole. To
drive it is to1Je energized.
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23

XTI
The all new 2004 Sunsetter 23 XIi stands apart in its
robust sophistication. There is nothing common about
it, despite the comforting familiarity of many of its
features. Our engineers have combined performance

. towing power with spacious cruising luxury to create
a boat that defies all labels, except one-Malibu.
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DEBATE POLITICS

TYO'R
FAMILY. FUN'"

Conventional wisdom leads one to expect less performance and less curb appeal

from a 23 foot boat~ but nothing about the Sunsetter 23 XTi could be described as

"less:' Built on Malibu's heralded SV23 Diamond hull~ the 23 XTi tracks true and handles

rough water. Equipped with the Wedge, it readily transforms from smooth to rampy wakes for

water sports versatility. With an interior spacious enough to accommodate the

neighborhood~ its performance isn~t the only appeal

of this extraordinary vessel.

IIIII
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ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
The wrap around seating of the 23 XTi's rear lounge is perfect for
conversation. Set up the handy table and you're ready for a picnic
or spontaneous game of cards, with elbow room to spare. Enjoy the
wide open spaces with wide open space.

PERFECT FORA SUNDAY DRIVE
Sit back and enjoy the view in the Sunsetter 23 XTi. While you're at it,

stretch your legs and share the experience with a dozen or so friends.
There's plenty of room, and the Malibu crafted interior is so comfortable

it would be a shame to go it alone.
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This year's

wider hull makes room for I4 people plus all the attendant gear a cinch.
r l' , ., ,

none a

/new
/

JUST RIDE
This 2004 Wakesetter LSV sports the
industry's first Quad Launch System with
automatic ballast in the bow, center floor
and two independently filled tanks in the
stern. Combine the bow's 350 Ibs., mid-
ship 500 Ibs., and the rear 400 Ibs. to total
a whopping 1,250 Ibs. of ballast with an
additional 1,000 pounds of equivalent
weight from the Wedge. Simply put, it
offers one of the heaviest stock ballast sys-
tems in the industry. In plain language: this
boat creates monster wakes. The combina-

tion of the SV23 hull, designed specifically
for wake enhancement, and the new
Launch System, means bigger air and more
hang time for everyone who tries.

SWIVEL DRIVER'S SEAT
Hand-stitched for perfect detailing, the swivel driver's seat features

multi-density foam for extra comfort, lumbar support, and
Malibu's new 38 oz. G&T Marine vinyl. This new material, with

100% polyester backing to resist splitting is designed to withstand
the punishment of marine use.

LUXURY OR PERFORMANCE
...ill



BEVERAGE CONSOLE
Flip up beverage holders are conveniently close to
the thoughtful 96 quart lounge ice chest. We
imagine what we would want in a perfect world,
and then build it. Simple, really.

~

Wakesetter Class ASTEPBEYOND
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WAKESETTERLSV
Our new optional Illusion X tower offers an elegantly
blended extension of the Wakesetter LSV lines to carry your
equipment in style. The 20°4 Wakesetter LSV features the
new Monsoon 340 standard, with 340 HP - five more
horsepower than last year-and 39° foot pounds of torque.
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IWAKES ETTER
The Wakesetter 2IXTi sparkles for 2004 with accents of
stainless steel. The rub rail embraces the exterior with

polished stainless encircling the boat while shining through-
holes dot the sides. The interior is highlighted with accents
of the billet aluminum Wakesetter logo emblems. The
sparkling accents set off thick blocks of color and the
distinctive Wakesetter logo. 44

.

THE TALK9F THE TOWN
The rear cons¥~ouses an insulated, easy-access 27
quart ice ch9't and two Sony speakers to envelope the
rear party lounge with sound. Add the optional stereo
remote and heater with hot water shower controls and
you are well equipped for spontaneous fun.



Malibu's "2003 Towboat of the Year" returns with a new
Power that beats with the heart of a center-mounted new Malibu

LCR 320 Multi-Port Injection (MPI) engine standard drives the 2IXTi's wave-making SV23 hull.
That's the same hull that trenches up walls of water behind the Wakesetter VLX. This is a

dynamic wake machine that describes power and passion and is design~d to fulfill wishes.
/

FOLLOW THE LEADER
The wall of water produced by

Malibu's Wedge 23 and the mid-
ship Malibu Launch System (MLS)

enables the Wakesetter 21 XTi to

dig through water with a sinking
1,500 pounds of down force right

off the showroom floor. Hitch your
aspirations to the Titan or Swoop

tower and you will experience
enough launching power to satisfy

even the biggest air riders.

LOADED WITH OPPORTUNITIES
Match a unique interior layout with Malibu's craftsmanship and
eye-catching design, and you discover a boat loaded with extras.
From the swivel driver's seat to the pop-up pylon to the easy-access
cooler, the interior is designed with comfort and ease in mind. The
wraparound lounge comfortably accommodates up to four adults.
Oversized drink holders, a table and in-your-face Sony sound invite
loungers to take a break.

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:

& PERFo!WtANCE

Wakesetter Class ASTEPBEYOND
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SUNSCAPE
Built on the precisely tooled SV23 Diamond hull,
the 2004 2I LSV sports responsive handling and
smooth slalom wakes. The social seating arrange-
ment of the Sunscape 2I LSVallows for increased
passenger space, while the seats themselves cleverly
house an amazingly large 60 quart ice chest in
addition to plenty of storage space.
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AMUSEMENT PARK THRILLS
.

Luxury Sport- ':.Eass
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TAKE-HOME SIZE
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Those families looking to add space and boating comfort~ but unwilling to compromise

the handling and performance they have become accustomed to in an inboard~ will

find the Sunscape 2I LSV the perfect solution. Equipped with Malibu's newly developed Gorilla Fins the 2I

LSVachieves handling like no other Sport- V in history. Set off by the finely crafted,
hand-stitched interior, the essence of this boat is quality~ the expression is extravagance.

ENHANCED COMFORT
To spoil the driver, Malibu designers devised a dash ergonomically engineered for
maximum control and added to the comfort of the driver's realm with automo-

tive-style adjustable lumbar support. The swivel driver's seat makes exiting and
entering easy and enhances face to face conversation during relaxing times.
Throw in the newly designed interior with 38 oz. G&T vinyl, two-tone hand
wrapped dash, Issotta steering wheel and throttle knob, newly designed gauge
faces and the entire package is a tactile delight.
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EXTREME RESULTS ST RT

WITH EXTREME
/

We recognize that the elite pro riders and skiers are relentless in their pursutt for perfection~

which is why we value their input.
so we can We gladly lend our support~

and our name~ to a variety of events as well as ski schools and clinics. We encourage these tough
critics to test us~tell us what works best and where we can improve.

The results can be seen in our boats.

OPEN AND SAY AHHH
The world's premiere water sports event revisited the record breaking waters of

California's Lake Bell Acqua. And this year the Malibu Open went off in the
midst of triple digit temperatures and in the presence of attendance shattering

crowds. This extreme environment was only matched by the championship
performances of World-Class athletes and the Malibu boats that pulled them.
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EVERY MAL IBU BUILTIS UNIQUE. These custom colors allow you to choose the combinations that best reflects

your own personality. Malibu Boats reserves the right to make changes at any time, without notice, in colors, materials, equipment, spec-
ificatins and models. Any variations in colors shown are due to reproduction variations of the printing process.
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DB DA OM HM HA HBM 1 HB DB RESPONSE LXI 23 FOOTER STANDARD CLASSIC

~~~
DB DA OM HM HB HA

DB HB 2M M 1 STANDARD CLASSIC 23 FOOTER STANDARD PROGRESSIVE

DB HB M 1
STANDARD PROGRESSIVE
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CONTACT

AUSTRALIA - 813 Hope Court, Albury N.S.W. 2640
(02) 60401174

CALIFORNIA -Corporate Headquarters-
OneMalibn Court, Merced,CA95340
(209)383-7469

TENNESSEE - 5075 Kimberly Way, Loudon, TN 37774
(865) 458-5478

INTERNATIONAL SALES -World Wide Nautic 19007
S.E. Loxahatchee River Road, Jupite~ FL 33458

SOLID

BOAT LENGTH BEAM DRAFT CAPACITY WEIGHT FUEL HULL DESIGN

RESPONSE 20' 6.lOm 90" 2.29m 16" Aim 6 persons 2450 Lbs. llllk 35 gal. 132L SV23 Diamond

RESPONSE LX 20' 6.lOm 90" 2.29m 16" Aim 8 persons 2450 Lbs. llllk 35 gal. 132L SV23 Diamond

RESPONSELXI 20' 6" 6.28m 93.5" 2.37m 16" Aim 8 persons 2800 Lbs. 1270k 41 gal. 155L SV23 Diamond

SUNSETTERLXI 21' 8" 6.60m 93.5" 2.37m 18" A6m 10 persons 2900 Lbs. 1315k 35 gal. 132L SV23 Diamond

SUNSETTER 21 XTI 21' 6AOm 93" 2.36m 18" A6m 10 persons 2800 Lbs. 1270k 37 gal. 140L SV23 Diamond

SUNS ETTER 23 XTI 23' 7.01m 100" 2.54m 24" .61m 14 persons 3600 Lbs. 1633k 47 gal. 178L V25 Diamond

SUNSCAPE 21 LSV 21' 6AOm 93" 2.36m 20" .51m 10 persons 2900 Lbs. 1315k 35 gal. 132L SV23 Diamond

SUNSCAPE 23 LSV 23' 7.01m 100" 2.54m 24" .61m 14 persons 3800 Lbs. 1724k 55 gal. 208L V25 Diamond

SUNSCAPE 25 LSV 25' 7.62m 102" 2.59m 24" .61m 14 persons 4600 Lbs. 2087k 80 gal. 303L V27 Diamond

WAKESETTER 21' 6AOm 93" 2.36m 18" A6m 10 persons 2900 Lbs. 1315k 41 gal. 155L SV23 Wake

WAKESETTER 21 XTI 21' 6AOm 93" 2.36m 18" A6m 10 persons 2900 Lbs. 1315k 37 gal. 140L SV23 Wake

WAKESETTER23 XTI 23' 7.01m 100" 2.54m 24" .61m 14 persons 3700 Lbs. 1678k 47 gal. 178L V25 Wake

WAKESETTERVLX 21' 6AOm 93" 2.36m 20" .51m 10 persons 3000 Lbs. 1361k 35 gal. 132L SV23 Wake

WAKES ETTER LSV 23' 7.01m 100" 2.54m 24" .61m 14 persons 3900 Lbs. 1769k 55 gal. 208L V25 Wake
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